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MOZAIC
Digital Shower System Interface design program by Sedal 
that allows manufacturers to develop a UI in record time 
with little investment. 

Combining pre-designed components in a free canvas, it 
is possible to virtually design any combination and have a 
customized interface for your new shower projects. 

Different shapes of housing: choose between vertical, 
horizontal or square.

Variety of colors: we adapt the background of the 
panel to the color you want.

Different components: select the components that you 
want your digital shower system to have.

CONFIGURE YOUR OWN

DIFFERENT SHAPES 
OF HOUSING

We give you a choice between three 
different shapes of housing: horizontal, 
vertical or square.

In addition, you can also select the type of 
trim between black, gray and white. 

VARIETY OF COLORS

Snow White, Midnight Black, Ocean Blue, 
Fire Red, British Green,  Honey Yellow, 
Tiger Orange or Orchid Purple are some 
of the colors that you can select for the 
panel of your digital shower system and 
that you can combine with the available 
trims. 
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DIFFERENT OF COMPONENTS

With buttons, with screen, with handle or rotary. 
Up to five different components to choose 
from to configure the different smart shower 
options.

BUTTON

Multi purpose capacitive 
button with RGB lighting. For 
functions like ON/ OFF, selector, 
confirmation...

IHANDLE

Classic handle interface that 
works with our iTOP digital 
cartridge with dislay. 

ITOP

Digital cartridge that moves in 
a similar way than a mechanical 
valve converting movement to 
digital informations.

DOTS

Modern LED dot matrix that 
displays different types of data 
like temperature, water flow, 
status...

TFT SCREEN
Advanced TFT display with 
customizable faces for detailed 
information delivery

KNOB
Rotary device that transforms 
the angle selection into digital 
information to operate a digital 
mixer. 

ENDLESS COMBINATIONS

You can choose it simple, classic or with the 
maximum number of components. Our digital 
system for showers ends up becoming the 
protagonist of all bathrooms, whether in private 
or public settings.

MOZAIC, Sedal’s configurable Digital Shower 
System with which you can choose from an 
infinite number of combinations so you never 
have to give up your style and needs in record 
time and with a little investment. 

ELECTRONIC CERTIFICATION

Finally, selected the end configuration of the display, would be needed to perform the electronic 
certification of the full display finished. NOW YOU HAVE YOUR OWN DIGITAL SHOWER SYSTEM!
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